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To my soldiers and my thugs prepare for war
the time has once again been struck capture
the clones they have done struck the nations
the demons have surrounded the silent blu killa
It's up to us to declare war Ghetto cowboy has
been dominating so this time buss till death
grab the Leatherface defend the nations assault
the assasins this is how e-bone hustle

Eazy Bone it's up to you to defend the nations
(give the troops the mines, bombs, motars and
all the art of war artillary

chorus
Better bring yo weapons before steppin to the
e-bone so die

Die cowboy better get yo ass up off the ground
cause I got my rounds and I'm ready for war
this is how e-bone hustle save the nations
to get my ratings bone thugs takin over this
muthafucka mo thugs droppin and poppin
that blood from the salary cap we takin over
anything on da map now ya'll runnin stunnin
gunnin, bombing and where's my money I'm
so quick to attack let yourself go surrenda now
know the results end it later makin the law strap
Layzie thuggin by nature that's the mature attitude
popping them tags ain't too rude never had a war
like this one so i'm thinking end it late postphone
my date my dead troops and thugs I'ma see'em
at the crossroads spit ya knowledge cause they
know you don't wanna get shut down approved the
grooved
moved from tha first set to the next set bleeding
is the suspecis way of knowing the achievement
of killas and drug dillas centuries of the thugs and
hustlers back to the wardown the war has been
going for quite a while now blow an average set
of cowboys maximize the opponent you trying
to attack and grab drag him across the field of
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formulated souls pull his weapon depending
on his courage spending money on wars is not a
good solution so I just shoot till I'm out of rounds
and reload and drop the next nigga that try to test
me put him to rest so quick prepare without being hit
calling for backup we out numbered it's time for e-bone
and silent blu to lay it down the war is over even though
I done lost all my lethal warriors me and silent blu
stayed
in the struggle to put in work got the job done now
they remember bone as being no pretenda

chorus
Better bring yo weapons before steppin to the e-bone
so die

Eazy Bone that nigga is a no pretenda nigga he will
not be so quick to surrenda nigga
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